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PAPER INVOICES
E-INVOICES

According to the latest research by Billentis,
550 billion invoices are processed annually
and only 10% of these are paperless.
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Statistics show that most finance teams spend at least five days a month
processing invoices manually. Yet this task can easily be automated, saving
your company up to 81% of processing costs and 73% of processing cycle
time.
KHODIER CONSULTING
builds organizations where both the business and the people thrive.
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WORK SMARTER

NOT HARDER!

Your employees’ time is truly precious, and no matter how much money you
invest in time management trainings, manual data entry could still be very
time consuming, thus electronic invoices will allow staff time to prioritize
more meaningful tasks, such as building customer relationships, improving
internal processes and ensuring invoices are paid on-time.
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WORK THE SMART WAY!
Improving cash flow for you and your suppliers allows both of you to
distribute that working capital into other areas, such as investments
or process optimization. Electronic invoicing will ensure that invoices
won’t be lost in the mail or trapped in your processing queue, leading
to delayed payments. Electronic invoices system can even minimize
cash flow gaps significantly through faster invoices processing as it
gives suppliers the ability to request early payments if needed. Having
total visibility into the invoices processing will empower you to have
access to updated figures of corporate spending and collections while
ensuring compliance regulations are being followed.
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GREEN = SMART!
Egypt’s government is on a mission not only to ‘think green’ but also ‘act green’
in all policies and projects to help preserve the environment and enhance the
quality of life.
Eliminating paper invoices and choosing electronic invoicing will help increase
your internal productivity, decrease operational costs and reduce your carbon
footprint. By choosing to streamline the invoicing process with automation,
you are choosing to optimize your business and be part of Egypt’s 2030 vision
for digital transformation.
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WHY TO CHOOSE US FOR YOUR
SMART TRANSFORMATION?

As a member of the GMNI International Association of quality professional
accounting firms, Khodier Consulting has been committed for more than 80 years
to service the needs of clients - from start-ups to fast growing businesses, utilizing
global knowledge from a local perspective.

WITH OFFICES IN
CAIRO

HURGHADA

our consultants have a unique understanding of Egypt’s business scene and trends.
The diversity of skills amongst our consultants who have hands-on experience
working in and leading complex operations across multiple sectors guides our
approach in transforming your business operations.
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THANK YOU !

